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In Fall 2019, the graduate landscape architecture studio at
the University of Illinois explored regional design by working
on a real project with the Related Midwest Development Corp
on ‘The 78th’ - the site of the 78th neighborhood in the city of
Chicago. Two teams of graduate students from Landscape Architecture assessed opportunities and challenges of the site
utilizing various scientific methodologies, systemic design approaches and geodesign technologies. The studio aimed to generate evidence-based designs to extend methodological,
communicative, technical and creative skills through a series
of analytical processes. Herein, we mainly present one team’s
products since the two teams shared the same site.

injustice, and 4) inaccessibility. Then they set two main goals:
“net-zero” and “diversity.” For the diversity, the team aims to
mitigate the environmental injustice, create culture diversity,
mix the income levels, increase accessibility, and increase the
ecosystem service value on site. The net-zero focuses on two
aspects: energy net-zero and runoff net zero. In addition to the
goals, they envisioned a self-sufficient and smart landscape.

Requirements and Assumptions
Precipitation will increase from 5.1” (2020) to 5.9” (2050)
Population in Chicago will grow from 2.6 M (2020) to 3.1 M
(2050), and high density area will increase by 20 %
Public transportation ridership will increase from 2.3 M to 4M.
Solar energy-related jobs will increase by 37 % and accordingly
cost of solar panel installation will decrease by 89$.
Illinois bill targets 100 % renewable electricity by 2050

Major Innovations Employed
WAT: [2]Water Retention, [8]Bioretention, [13]Solar Crop Pump
ENE: [1]Renewable Energy Sources, [20]Semiconductor-insulator solar cells
TRA: [15]Transportation network with sustainable energy infrastructure, [6]Smart cars for a smarter future
MIX: [1]Mixed Use Development, [16]Sustainable Urban Infrastructure
GRN: [1]Resilient landscape infrastructure, [3]Increased vegetation linked with stormwater infrastructure; [8]Ecosystem services of green infrastructure; [7]Landscape connectivity and elements; [10]Green urban streets; [12]green roofs
AGR: [11]Urban farming

To explore the issues and establish the goals, students conducted strategic analyses at various scales ranging from regional,
neighborhood-scale to site-specific scale. The analyses include
accessibility, culture, geography, land use, hydrology (curve
number) and energy use (see the next poster).
Students concluded that there are marked issues on site which
are 1) flooding risks, 2) environmental fragmentation, 3)social

Location

In the Early Adapter Scenario, the riverbank area would be wider and softer so that it would have more capacity to respond to
the extreme rainfall. With the land-use changes and less car
use, the neighborhoods would be more clustered and self- sufficient. In this case, the living corridors network would play a
more important role.
Run off - 69.1% (CN61)
1. Urban forestation
2. Blue corridor
Urban density +
1. Avg dwelling unit area -25%
2. Mix-use building type +
3. Affordable housing +5% (25%)
Land use transformation
1. Industrial corridor transformation
2. Clusterized neighborhoods
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Living corridor
1. Increase accesibility to the lake
2. Walkable daily commute neighborhoods
GHC net zero & renewable energy
1. Reach 100% of renewable energy coverage by 2050
2. Reach GHC net zero in site

In the Early Adapter with the Developer’s current plan, where it
focuses on building commercial (mix-use) complexes, because
there will be less pervious surfaces, the site would be vulnerable to flooding compared to our design suggestion. Also, there
would be fewer corridor connections to Lake Michigan.
Run off (CN95)
1. Flood risk
Urban density +
1. Avg dwelling unit area -25%
2. Mix-use building type +
Land use transformation
1. Industrial corridor transformation
2. Extention mix-use type of downtown Chicago retailer
vacancy rate might not be decreased
Living corridor
1. Extending downtown towards south

Project Surroundings
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Renewable energy
1. Reach 100% of renewable energy coverage by 2050
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Potential 1: Creating blue corridors

Potential 2: New form of urban community

USGS projects that average precipitation
will increase by 1 inch in April, and temperature will also increase by 2 °C in July
by 2050. Considering that the site is located on the reclaimed lands (lower than
its surroundings), it has a strong potential
to retain and purify stormwater as a part
of drainage blue corridors. It will help the
neighborhood more resilient to climate
change.

The site is located in a clear
boundary of white, black,
Asian, and Latino communities. CMAP projects that urban density in Chicago will
increase 17% by 2050. In this
condition, our new community
±
should
respond to the different ethnic cultures and the urban changes.
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stormwater2
Value

High : 15.0026
Low : 0.660764

Hydrology assessment

Run off (CN81)
Urban density +
1. Avg dwelling unit area -25%
2. Mix-use building type +

stormwater2
Value

Land use transformation
1. Industrial corridor transformation

High : 15.0026

Low : 0.660764

Potential 3: Development gap

Potential 4: Accessibility

Most of the resources including parks,
theaters, restaurants, are located in
the north. On the other hand, the south
side faces more economic challenges.
We believe that our site can be a mitigator that holds diverse users or where
people live and work. This could allow
the site to have unique characteristics
as a new community.

The surrounding neighborhoods
are isolated by industrial railways
and factories. With the projection
of increasing public transportation
ridership and the chances of industrial corridor transformation, we
expect to have more chances to
improve the walkability and accessibility in the area.

Yelp-Restaurant

In the Non-Adapter Scenario, there will be no connection to
Lake Michigan. We assume that renewable energy farms will be
constructed on the site, which implies that there would be less
economic impact (regional growth).

Living corridor
1. Living corridors might be more fragmented
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How do Scenarios address Sustainable
Development Goals?

NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE PLAN

Accessibility

Culture

Master Plan

GHC net zero & renewable energy
1. Reach 80% of renewable energy coverage by 2050
2. Site can be a potential solar farm

Strategies are proposed from
regional scale to site scale:
1) Improve accessibility with
levels of roads linked to the
public transportation network.
2) Provide cultural activities
between diverse residents.
3) Build crucial connection
with green corridors from all
directions.

We pursue SDGs through three systematic processes, which
involve diversity, water, and energy. Firstly, we embody our goal
of TRA, MIX, and GRN with four sectors of “Service Diversity”, including optimized building types, open space for various
events, multiple modes of transportation, and ecological network
form urban forest. These four strategies enable diverse income
groups, diverse activities, decreasing in parking and gas emission, and biodiversity, respectively. In terms of WAT and GRN,
the “Net Zero Water System” is proposed to reduce the runoff
with green infrastructures. The native landscape area will infiltrate 69.1% of the direct runoff facing the assumed peak rainfall
condition in 2035. As for ENE and GRN, we design a “Net Zero
Energy System” to support the buildings with clean energy. The
smart systems will be introduced into the neighborhoods, and
transportation, lighting, parking, biking will function within interactive wireless systems. We apply 4 routes to achieve this energy efficiency, including waste recycling system, auto-air circle for
urban agriculture, auto solar panel, and vertical greenhouse on
facades.

Geography

Corridors have been carefully designed to prevent
these community clusters
from being isolated.
1) Education Corridors: connect to UIC, site and IIT
2) Energy Corridors: respond land use chnages
and produce renewable energy
3) Recreation corridors: improve social communication
4) Water treatment corridors: proposes green infrastructure along flow line
to prevent stromwater from
flowing into our site
5) Community cluster: increses self-sufficiency
6) Green corridors: connects landscape and urban
ecosystems.

Building Types
Rsidential 40%

Sources:

10,105 house holds

USGS Water Data for Illinois,
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/

-50% car ownership
-50% parking area

Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning,
https://www.cmap.illinois.gov/

Business office
Commercial / facilities
DPI 20%
Robotic parking garage

Activities

Natural experience
Social event
Resting space
Cultural event
Urban agriculture
Smart-tech experience

Transpotation

Train track
Multi-use road
Pedestrain & bike line
Low-speed train

Landscape System
Countyard green roof
Recreation green roof
Park
Water retention landscape

Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium, https://www.mrlc.gov/
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